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       Here's to books, the cheapest vacation you can buy. 
~Charlaine Harris

And since I'm going to be in the neighborhood, you thought I might do
as an escort? To an orgy? 
~Charlaine Harris

You trust me?" Eric sounded surprised. "Yes." "That's . . . crazy,
Sookie. 
~Charlaine Harris

You know I love you more when you're cold and heartless. 
~Charlaine Harris

Should I just bite you, and end it all?", he whispered. "I would never
have to think about you again. Thinking about you is an annoying habit
and one I want to be rid of. 
~Charlaine Harris

My gran had always told me that a woman--any woman worth her
salt--could do whatever she had to. 
~Charlaine Harris

Not a creature was stirring, not even an elf. 
~Charlaine Harris

You catch more flies with honey than you do with vinegar. 
~Charlaine Harris

They say there's no harm in daydreaming, but there is. 
~Charlaine Harris

Maybe she was being so hoity-toity because she didn't have her own
fairy godmother. 
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~Charlaine Harris

"I'm hoping that the more you see me, the more I'll grow on you."  "Like
a fungus? 
~Charlaine Harris

Sometimes you just have to regret things and move on. 
~Charlaine Harris

Vampires. They wrote the book on possessive. 
~Charlaine Harris

Woo woo, secret vampire stuff! 
~Charlaine Harris

It's probably a bad indicator of your lifestyle when you miss your
ex-boyfriend because he's absolutely lethal. 
~Charlaine Harris

You won't find a vampire in a Ford Fiesta 
~Charlaine Harris

Gay rights is just one of the social issues I'm interested in. I think that
people might be less tense about it if we would all accept the fact that
not everyone is wired the same way. 
~Charlaine Harris

The sweetest part of being a couple is sharing your life with someone
else. But my life, evidently, had not been good enough to share. 
~Charlaine Harris

If it pleases you and you can write at all, it's gonna please somebody
else. 
~Charlaine Harris
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All the pictures on the walls, they all white as lilies and smiling like
alligators. 
~Charlaine Harris

I've often wished when I started a book I knew what was going to
happen. I talked to writers who write 80-page outlines, and I'm just in
awe of that. 
~Charlaine Harris

I thought about making biscuits, but there seemed to be more than
enough calories on board. 
~Charlaine Harris

But there's a juicy artery in your groin," he said after a pause to
regroup, his voice as slithery as a snake on a slide. "Don't you talk
dirty," I told him. "I won't listen to that. 
~Charlaine Harris

Once again, I had that feeling of drowning when I hadn't even known I
was in the pool 
~Charlaine Harris

I certainly think we're going to see more and more graphic novels and
more illustrated novels. 
~Charlaine Harris

Could I tell them I was sorry their loved one was dead, when he'd tried
to kill me? There was no rule of etiquette for this; even my grandmother
would have been stymied. 
~Charlaine Harris

Self-pity is like chocolate; as you get older, you can only afford a little
bit. 
~Charlaine Harris
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Fiction just makes it all more interesting. Truth is so boring. 
~Charlaine Harris

We could go back to your house. I can stay with you always. We can
know each others bodies in every way, night after night. I could love
you. I could work, you would not be poor. I would help you. 
~Charlaine Harris

If I have to choose between you and me - I like me better. 
~Charlaine Harris

Who wants a bag of bones?â€• he said, with absolute sincerity. â€œI
don't want to hurt myself on the sharp edges of the woman I'm bedding.

~Charlaine Harris

My bullshit meter is reading that as 'false'. 
~Charlaine Harris

I hurt with you. I bled with you - not only because we're bonded but
because of the love I have for you. -- Eric Northman 
~Charlaine Harris

Angelic Sookie, vision of love and beauty, I am prostrate that the
wicked evil maenad violated your smooth and voluptuous body, in an
attempt to deliver a message to me. -Eric 
~Charlaine Harris

I don't write the kind of 'happily ever after' that romance readers enjoy. 
~Charlaine Harris

Why was it librarians had such a prim image? With all the information
available in books right there at their fingertips, librarians could be the
best-informed people around. About anything. 
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~Charlaine Harris

I'm a middle-class former housewife who goes to my daughter's softball
games. 
~Charlaine Harris

It wasn't enough to be kidnapped, I had to be insulted too. 
~Charlaine Harris

You are speaking of my future lover. Be more respectful. 
~Charlaine Harris

Oh come on Pam, they're funny. They're like humans but
miniature...tea cup humans! 
~Charlaine Harris

Jason's favorite person in the entire universe was Jason Stackhouse. 
~Charlaine Harris

Eric, what are you doing?" "Snuggling." "Get out of my bed!" -Sookie
Stackhouse, Eric Northman 
~Charlaine Harris

I'd have to say no, people don't change, but they can learn to behave
differently. 
~Charlaine Harris

You just don't want a vampire pissed off at you. 
~Charlaine Harris

It's a sad comment on humans that none of them are tolerable to one
who can read their minds 
~Charlaine Harris
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Men! Dead or alive, they could be exactly the same. 
~Charlaine Harris

It was somehow degrading, craving someone so... voraciously -
another good calendar word - just because he was physically beautiful.
I hadn't thought that was something women did, either. 
~Charlaine Harris

The average woman would not be pondering how fast her date could
kill her, but I'll never be an average woman. 
~Charlaine Harris

It was like being around a particularly irritating two-year-old. 
~Charlaine Harris

The world seemed a bad and terrible place, all its denizens suspect,
and I the lamb wandering through the valley of death with a bell around
my neck. 
~Charlaine Harris

Better to be screwed physically than financially. 
~Charlaine Harris

Sookie, what have we done? And to whom?" "I killed a chicken. And I
cooked it." "Sookie, Sookie. My bullshit meter is reading that as a
false." -Eric Northman, Sookie Stackhouse 
~Charlaine Harris

Anyone got X-ray visiÃ³n?I asked, trying to smile. Where is Superman
when you need him? 
~Charlaine Harris

If I was getting harder, it was in response to the world around me. 
~Charlaine Harris
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The vampire is not a bad man, and he loves you 
~Charlaine Harris

It was time to pull my moral socks up and behave myself. 
~Charlaine Harris

There was enough tension in the room to send a fleet of the nervous
running for their tranquilizers. 
~Charlaine Harris

My bodyguard was mowing the lawn in a pink bikini when the body fell
from the sky. 
~Charlaine Harris

No matter what happens in publicâ€”no matter whatâ€”don't doubt that
I love you and care about your welfare . . . as much as I am able. 
~Charlaine Harris

Life should imitate romance literature far more often. 
~Charlaine Harris

I freely admit I know nothing about television or writing for the screen. 
~Charlaine Harris

Very few of my characters are totally heroic or totally villainous. 
~Charlaine Harris

Episcopalians are pretty thin on the ground in the central United States.

~Charlaine Harris

People are really interested in the concept of eternal youth in this
plastic-surgery culture. 
~Charlaine Harris
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If I quit having fun, then it's time for me to quit working. 
~Charlaine Harris

My first word for the New Year was 'exsanguinate.' This was probably
not a good omen. 
~Charlaine Harris

Don't go looking for trouble; it's already looking for you. 
~Charlaine Harris

They say when one door shuts, another one opens. But they haven't
been living at my house. Most of the doors I open seem to have
something scary crouched behind them, anyway. 
~Charlaine Harris

I said the first thing that came into my head unfortunately. "Save the
drama for your mama " I told her just like an eleven-year-old. 
~Charlaine Harris

I have lived one step away from losing my mind for years. I am quick
and accurate in spotting unstable streaks in others. 
~Charlaine Harris

There's not much I dislike more than being addressed as "Hey you" and
being poked with a finger. 
~Charlaine Harris

His eyes were still like caves with ghosts dwelling in their depths. 
~Charlaine Harris

We might be on the same page, but I wasn't happy about reading it. 
~Charlaine Harris

I am here," Eric said. "And I am here." I was a little amused at Eric's
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phone answering technique. "Sookie, my little bullet-sucker," he said,
sounding fond and warm. "Eric, my big bullshitter. 
~Charlaine Harris

What had set the fae world off? I`d never seen one. Now you couldn`t
throw a trowel without hitting a fairy. 
~Charlaine Harris

I often cried when I got angry; I hated that. Crying just made you look
weak, no matter what triggered it. 
~Charlaine Harris

I could add her to the long list of people I didn't understand. 
~Charlaine Harris

You can hold on to me for as long as you want. Let go of the pain,
Sookie". - Eric, Club dead. 
~Charlaine Harris

Did you ever think that if you told me where Bill's hiding his computer
program, I would give you anything you asked for?" - Eric, club dead. 
~Charlaine Harris

Sometimes, instead of going down the road less taken, you just charge
down the beaten path. 
~Charlaine Harris

It wasn't often you ran into bondage/Elvis/whorehouse-themed vampire
club 
~Charlaine Harris

I held on to my better nature by my fingernails but I held on. 
~Charlaine Harris
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Oklahoma is very beautiful, and Eric loves beauty, but he already has
that in you. 
~Charlaine Harris

I was surprised to find out there was a direct line from my palm to my,
my, hootchie. 
~Charlaine Harris

Most humans were on one big island, to the fairies, and that island was
adrift on a sea called I Totally Don't Care. 
~Charlaine Harris

Pam: "Claude, the mouthwateringly beautiful asshole? 
~Charlaine Harris

Finally, I drew in a long breath. It was noisy and painful and just
heaven. 
~Charlaine Harris

No blame, no hate - why no communication? 
~Charlaine Harris

Only a group lack of imagination could account for people not
wondering what went on in the dark around them. 
~Charlaine Harris

JB's mother had taught him early on that appreciated women are happy
women. 
~Charlaine Harris

The night swelled with magic; not the beneficent kind of love-magic that
sweeps couples away, but the kind of magic that rips and tears, the
enchantment that creeps out of the woods and pounces. 
~Charlaine Harris
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Pam said, "Sookie, I brought you something, too. I never thought I'd
want to spend time with a human, but you're more tolerable than most. 
~Charlaine Harris

Trees had died to make these forms, and that seemed a great pity to
me. 
~Charlaine Harris

If this were the fifties, she'd be checking Sam's collars for lipstick stains.
(Did people do that anymore? Why did women kiss collars, anyway?
Besides, Sam almost always wore T-shirts.) 
~Charlaine Harris

My favorite fantasy? You come down into my daytime resting place
stark naked," he said, and I could see the gleam of his teeth as he
smiled. "Oh, wait," Bill said. "That's already happened. 
~Charlaine Harris

I love him," I said, but even to my own ears I didn't sound happy about
it. 
~Charlaine Harris

Appius Livius Ocella made mistakes in his whole long existence.
Perhaps changing Eric was his finest hour. He created the perfect
vampire. Eric's only flaw is you. 
~Charlaine Harris

Men sometimes have to leave their ladies alone, and ladies are not
responsible for the bad manners of fools. 
~Charlaine Harris

People fidget. They are compelled to look engaged in an activity, or
purposeful. Vampires can just occupy space without feeling obliged to
justify it. 
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~Charlaine Harris

I gave myself a mental shake. Snapping out of a slump, that was what
today was all about. 
~Charlaine Harris
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